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Variable Macropixel Spectral-Spatial Transforms
with Intra- and Inter-color Decorrelations for
Arbitrary RGB CFA-Sampled Raw Images

Taizo Suzuki, Senior Member, IEEE, and Seisuke Kyochi, Member, IEEE

Abstract—A raw image captured by a color filter array (CFA),
such as a Bayer pattern, is usually compressed after demosaicing
with some processings (denoising, deblurring, tone-mapping, and
so on). However, since photographers, designers, and high-end
users prefer to work with the raw image sampled by CFA
(referred to as “raw image”) directly, a raw image should
be compressed before demosaicing. For effective raw image
compression, this study introduces variable macropixel spectral-
spatial transforms (VMSSTs), that can successfully decorrelate
not only Bayer raw images but any other pure-color (RGB) ones.
The proposed VMSSTs are designed by the following two steps:
1) intra-color decorrelation and 2) inter-color decorrelation. In
lossless compression with JPEG 2000, compared with methods
which do not use transforms, the VMSSTs reduced the average
bitrates of three types of CFAs: from approximately 0.09 to 0.12
bpp for the modified Bayer CFA, from 0.25 to 0.65 bpp for the
diagonal stripe CFA, and from 0.33 to 0.70 bpp for the Fujifilm
X-Trans CFA due to their high color decorrelation efficiency. In
addition, in lossy compression with JPEG 2000, compared with a
rearranged method, the VMSSTs improved the average bitrates
of the Bjøntegaard delta by around 3.97 %, 14.95 %, and 18.65
% for each CFA model, respectively. Although a data-dependent
adaptive transformation, the Karhunen-Loève transform (KLT),
showed the best performance in lossy compression, the introduced
VMSSTs have shown performances comparable to those of the
KLT in lossless compression, despite their simple structures.

Index Terms—Color filter array, color transform, macropixel,
pure-color, raw image, spectral-spatial transform.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN the image acquisition procedure, image data is first
captured by a color filter array (CFA), then it is converted

to RGB full-color images with demosaicing. The most popular
CFA is a Bayer CFA [1] consisting of 2 × 2 macropixels
with an RG2B (red, two greens, and blue) CFA, as shown
in Fig. 1(a). Other pure-color (RGB) CFAs consisting of
only certain red, green, and blue components have been
introduced, for example, modified Bayer CFA [2], diagonal
stripe CFA [2], and Fujifilm X-Trans CFA [3] (Fig. 1(b)-(d)).
Moreover, various non-pure-color (panchromatic) CFAs have
been presented as alternatives to the RGB CFAs to obtain
higher accuracy images, for example, Kodak CYYM (cyan,
two yellows, and magenta) [4] CFA, Sony RGBE (red, green,
blue, and emerald like cyan) [5] CFA, Kodak RGBW (red,
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Fig. 1: RGB CFA types (each pixel set framed with a white
square is a macropixel): (a) Bayer, (b) modified Bayer CFA,
(c) diagonal stripe CFA, and (d) X-Trans CFA.

Fig. 2: Diagram of raw image compression: (i) color decorre-
lation, (ii) grouping components, and (iii) encoding parts.

green, blue, and white) [6] CFA, and Hirakawa’s CFA [7].
This study focuses on only RGB CFAs for simplicity.

Photographers, designers, and high-end users prefer that
the raw images sampled by CFA (hereinafter referred to as
“raw images”) are not pre-processed. Many studies [8–17]
have presented methods of compressing raw images before
processing. With compression of full-color images, the spectral
components of a pixel with a high inter-color correlation are
generally decorrelated with a color transformation, converting,
as a preprocessing step, the initial data from RGB color space
into YUV color space (luma and two chroma components).
Similarly, in the case of the compression of a raw image,
the color components should also be decorrelated as shown
in Fig. 2. We refer [12–17] for further discussion on the
topic. Our previous work [17] indicated that SSTs can be
represented by cascading discrete wavelet transforms, such as
the Haar, 5/3-tap, and 9/7-tap wavelet transforms. The wavelet-
based SST (WSST) in [17] covers other SSTs [12–16]; that
is, the existing SSTs are obtained by bypassing parts of
the wavelet transforms in the WSSTs and/or by replacing
them with Haar transforms. Among them, the macropixel SST
(MSST) [13], constructed from only three Haar transforms in
the smallest pixel pattern composing a CFA (macropixel), has
lower complexity than WSSTs with other wavelet transforms
because a Haar transformation can simply be performed with
an adder, a subtracter, and a bit shift.

Although the existing SSTs effectively work for Bayer raw
images, they would not work for other types of CFAs, because
design methods of those transforms significantly depend on
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the configuration of a Bayer CFA. One of the possible ways
is to apply a data-dependent adaptive transformation, the
Karhunen-Loève transform (KLT). However, this approach
requires additional computational/bit cost to derive the KLT
matrix and transmit it to the decoder.

This study introduces variable MSSTs (VMSSTs) for arbi-
trary RGB raw images, not constrained by a Bayer CFA. The
novelties of this study are summarized as follows:

1. We propose a universal design approach for the VMSSTs
that consist of two steps: 1) intra-color decorrelation and
2) inter-color decorrelation.

2. To easily achieve lossy-to-lossless compression, we de-
sign the VMSSTs with lifting-based Haar transforms.

Despite of their simple structures, the experiments at compres-
sion with the VMSSTs and JPEG 2000 [18] show the VMSSTs
achieves high performance for non-Bayer RGB raw images.

Notation: Boldface letters represent vectors and matri-
ces and non-boldface ones represent scalars. I, J, O,
diag(M0,M1, · · · ), and superscript ·⊤ denote a 2×2 identity
matrix, 2×2 reversal (permutation) matrix, zero matrix, block
diagonal matrix with Mn ∈ RNn×Nn (Nn ≥ 1), and transpose
of a matrix/vector, respectively.

II. REVIEW AND DEFINITIONS

A. Haar Transform

The Haar transform H, the simplest wavelet transform, is
expressed in [19] as follows:[

Mx, Dx
]⊤

= H
[
X1, X2

]⊤
, (1)

where

H =

[
1/2 1/2
−1 1

]
=

[
1 1/2
0 1

] [
1 0
−1 1

]
. (2)

The above means that the calculation simply consists of
calculating the “mean” Mx and “difference” Dx between the
two input signals X1 and X2. By using lifting steps (shown
in (2)) with a rounding operation, the Haar transform can be
an integer-to-integer reversible transform, which is necessary
for lossless compression. Moreover, the lifting-based Haar
transform can be implemented by only an adder, a subtracter,
and a bit shift.

B. Reversible Color Transform (RCT)

As a preprocessing, a color transform is generally im-
plemented to decorrelate the RGB components R, G, and
B of a full-color image. Conventional color transforms are
classified into reversible and irreversible classes. Since the
application of this study is both lossless and lossy raw image
compression, we focus on reversible color transforms (RCTs).
A typical RCT is the YCoCg-based RCT (YCoCg-R) [20],
which changes a full-color image from RGB color space into
YCoCg color space composed of a luma component Y , a
chrominance orange component Co, and a chrominance green
component Cg. The YCoCg-R Tycocg is composed of only two
Haar transforms in (2) as follows:[

Y,Co, Cg
]⊤

= Tycocg
[
G,B,R

]⊤
, (3)

Fig. 3: VMSST in a macropixel: (Step-1) intra-color decorre-
lation and (Step-2) inter-color decorrelation.

where

Tycocg = diag(1,J) · diag(HJ, 1) · diag(1,H). (4)

As described in Section II-A, we can consider that the trans-
form has very low complexity because it is composed of only
two Haar transforms.

C. Macropixel Spectral-Spatial Transform (MSST)

This study focuses on MSST [13], which changes a Bayer
raw image from RG2B color space to YDgCoCg color space,
where Dg means the difference green component. The trans-
form is implemented within a 2× 2 macropixel consisting of
RG2B components R, G1, G2, and B in a Bayer CFA. The
conventional MSST Smsst is represented as follows:[

Y,Dg, Co, Cg
]⊤

= Smsst
[
G1, G2, B,R

]⊤
, (5)

where

Smsst = P2 · diag(H, I) ·P1 · diag(H,H). (6)

Here, P1 and P2 are permutation matrices:

P1 =


0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1

 , P2 =


1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0

 . (7)

Again, it has very low complexity because it is composed of
only three Haar transforms.

III. VARIABLE MACROPIXEL SPECTRAL-SPATIAL
TRANSFORMS (VMSSTS)

A. Proposed Framework: Intra- and Inter-color Decorrela-
tions

The proposed VMSSTs for arbitrary RGB raw images are
composed of the following two steps (see Fig. 3).

[(Step-1) Intra-color decorrelation] The color components
Xn = (Rn, Gn, Bn) (n ∈ N depending on each color)
in a macropixel are separately changed into the mean color
components Mx = (Mr,Mg,Mb) and the difference color
components Dxn = (Drn, Dgn, Dbn) by using Haar trans-
forms H. Although the intra-color decorrelation allows not
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only Haar transforms but also any other transform, we selected
Haar transforms to achieve a simpler structure for each CFA
type. Note that if n for a color component Xn in each
macropixel is 1 (n = 1), the n is omitted and the mean and
difference color components are set to Mx = X and Dx : N/A.

[(Step-2) Inter-color decorrelation] The mean color compo-
nents Mx in a macropixel are changed into a luma component
Y and two chroma components U and V with an RCT Tyuv:[

Y, U, V
]⊤

= Tyuv
[
Mg,Mb,Mr

]⊤
. (8)

For the RCT Tyuv, we can select not only YCoCg-R Tycocg,
but also any other RCT such as the YCbCr-based RCT used
in JPEG 2000. This study uses the YCoCg-R Tycocg, which
consists only of the Haar transforms.

1) Revisit of MSST for Bayer Raw Images: The conven-
tional MSST [13] can also be considered as an example of
the proposed VMSSTs. To be specific, we can reorganize
the conventional MSST for Bayer raw images in (6) into the
following two steps using the YCoCg-R Tycocg in (4):

Smsst = diag(J, I) · diag(1,Tycocg)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(Step-2)

·diag(JH, I)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(Step-1)

. (9)

[(Step-1) Intra-color decorrelation] Two green components
G1 and G2 in a macropixel are changed into the mean green
component Mg and the difference green component Dg by
using a Haar transform H:[

Mg, Dg
]⊤

= H
[
G1, G2

]⊤
. (10)

[(Step-2) Inter-color decorrelation] The red component R,
mean green component Mg, and blue component B in a
macropixel are changed into the luma component Y , chromi-
nance orange component Co, and chrominance green compo-
nent Cg by using the YCoCg-R Tycocg:[

Y,Co, Cg
]⊤

= Tycocg
[
Mg, B,R

]⊤
. (11)

B. Application for Non-Bayer RGB Raw Images

This subsection shows applications of intra- and inter-color
decorrelations for non-Bayer RGB raw images. In this work,
we modify the intra-color decorrelation according to the CFA
type, and do not modify the inter-color decorrelation. Thus,
we show only (Step-1) part for each CFA type.

1) For Modified Bayer CFA: We can consider that a modi-
fied Bayer CFA [2] to be composed of 4×4 macropixels with
four red components, eight green components, and four blue
components as shown in Fig. 1(b). For low complexity, we
subdivide a 4×4 macropixel into four 2×2 macropixels (sub-
macropixels) with RG2B components R, G1, G2, and B and
implement the VMSST in each of the 2 × 2 submacropixels.
Since a submacropixel is the same or the transposed version of
the other submacropixels, it is sufficient to design the intra-
color decorrelation for a submacropixel. For (Step-1) in the
VMSST, the mean color components Mx and the difference
color components Dx are calculated using a Haar transform
H for only the two green components G1 and G2:[

Mg, Dg
]⊤

= H
[
G1, G2

]⊤
, Mr = R, Mb = B, (12)

(a) (b)

Fig. 4: Examples of intra-color decorrelation in a macropixel:
(a) for diagonal stripe CFA and (b) for X-Trans CFA.

where Dr and Db : N/A. It is clear that any VMSST for
arbitrary RGB raw images consisting of 2 × 2 macropixels
with RG2B components R, G1, G2, and B is completely the
same as the revisited MSST for Bayer raw images as shown
in Section III-A1.

2) For Diagonal Stripe CFA: A diagonal stripe CFA [2] can
be constructed from 3×3 macropixels with three components
in each color, as shown in Fig. 1(c). For (Step-1) in the
VMSST, the mean color components Mx and the difference
color components Dxn are calculated using two Haar trans-
forms for each of the color components X1, X2, and X3 (see
Fig. 4(a)):[
Mx, Dx1, Dx2

]⊤
= diag(H, 1) · diag(1,H) ·

[
X1, X2, X3

]⊤
.

(13)

3) For X-Trans CFA: An X-Trans CFA has 6×6 macropix-
els with eight red components, 20 green components, and eight
blue components as shown in Fig. 1(d). However, we subdivide
a 6×6 macropixel into four 3×3 submacropixels with R2G5B2

components R1, R2, G1, G2, G3, G4, G5, B1, and B2 and
implement the VMSST in each of the 3 × 3 submacropixels
as in the case of the modified Bayer CFA described in
Section III-B1. For (Step-1) in the VMSST, the mean color
components Mx and the difference color components Dxn
are calculated using a Haar transform H for each of two red
components R1 and R2 and two blue components B1 and B2:[

Mr, Dr
]⊤

= H
[
R1, R2

]⊤
,
[
Mb, Db

]⊤
= H

[
B1, B2

]⊤
,

(14)

and five Haar transforms H for five green components G1,
G2, G3, G4, and G5 (see Fig 4(b)):[

Mg, Dg1, Dg2, Dg3, Dg4

]⊤
= diag(H,J, 1) · diag(1,H,H) · diag(I,J, 1)

· diag(1,H,H)
[
G1, G2, G3, G4, G5

]⊤
. (15)

IV. NON-BAYER RGB RAW IMAGE COMPRESSION

We evaluated the proposed VMSSTs in terms of lossless
bitrate [bpp] and bitrate of the Bjøntegaard delta (BD-rate)
[%] in non-Bayer RGB raw image compression. We used three
methods as conventional methods. The first method, “Direct,”
directly inputs a raw image to the encoding part in Fig. 2(iii)
(bypassing the color decorrelation and grouping components
parts in Fig. 2(i) and (ii)). The second method, “ReRGB,”
inputs a raw image to the grouping components and encoding
parts in Fig. 2(ii) and (iii) (bypassing the color decorrelation
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TABLE I: Non-Bayer RGB raw image compression results.

Modified Bayer CFA [2] Diagonal Stripe CFA [2] X-Trans CFA [3]
Test Images Direct ReRGB KLT VMSST Direct ReRGB KLT VMSST Direct ReRGB KLT VMSST

Lossless compression results (lossless bitrate [bpp], where the cases of KLT are not true lossless compressions)
Akademie 11.55 11.58 11.43 11.41 12.24 11.90 11.44 11.56 12.24 11.94 11.47 11.46

Arri 10.77 10.89 10.68 10.62 11.52 11.29 10.73 10.87 11.52 11.33 10.76 10.76
Church 10.07 10.43 10.11 10.09 10.64 10.83 10.20 10.33 10.65 10.82 10.19 10.24

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
Pool 11.07 11.26 11.05 11.05 11.53 11.48 11.02 11.14 11.53 11.52 11.04 11.07

Siegestor 10.62 10.40 10.48 10.50 10.97 10.37 10.39 10.32 10.80 10.31 10.26 10.24
Average 10.70 10.67 10.58 10.58 11.25 10.85 10.56 10.60 11.22 10.85 10.52 10.52

Lossy compression results (BD-rate [%] compared with Direct in 0.125-1.00 bpp)
Akademie – -47.23 -61.03 -47.13 – -56.91 -80.61 -62.34 – -64.74 -84.69 -72.40

Arri – -23.86 -51.37 -38.14 – -6.66 -68.25 -34.17 – -12.31 -67.65 -45.76
Church – -24.46 -61.57 -48.65 – 17.99 -65.59 -27.16 – 14.50 -68.73 -34.65

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
Pool – -23.82 -52.94 -37.40 – 7.31 -64.43 -20.35 – 6.68 -66.12 -33.13

Siegestor – -50.87 -47.75 -34.57 – -67.75 -71.61 -61.15 – -57.34 -64.92 -49.88
Average – -37.59 -54.57 -41.56 – -35.42 -73.51 -50.37 – -34.72 -72.55 -53.37

Fig. 5: Rearranged and decorrelated non-Bayer RGB raw im-
ages (Akademie): (left to right) modified Bayer CFA, diagonal
stripe CFA, and X-Trans CFA, (top to bottom) ReRGB, KLT,
and VMSST.

part in Fig. 2(i)). The third method, “KLT,” inputs a raw
image to all parts in Fig. 2, where the KLT is used as a color
decorrelation.1 According to the previous works [13] and [17],
we chose JPEG2000 codec as a coder (we used the MATLAB
built-in function imwrite.m without any modification).2 As
test images, we used ten 2880× 1620 RGB full-color images
with a 16-bit dynamic range in each pixel from [23]. We
selected the modified Bayer CFA [2], diagonal stripe CFA [2],
and X-Trans CFA [3] for arbitrary RGB CFA types of raw
images. To simulate the raw images, we subsampled the test
images in accordance with the CFA types in Fig. 1(b)-(d) and
reduced their dynamic range from 16 to 14 bits because the
actual sensor data often had only about 10 to 14-bit resolution
at most. Since the decorrelated color components except for
the luma component Y had both positive and negative values
and the JPEG 2000 codec does not allow input signals with
negative values, we transmitted the transformed coefficients,
which had 15-bit positive values by adding 214, on the encoder

1Note that raw images cannot be encoded/decoded losslessly by the KLT,
because the KLT is not a reversible transform. We just show the performance
of the KLT in lossless compression as reference results.

2Other codecs such as JPEG [21] and JPEG XR [22] can also be applied.

side and reconstructed the images after subtracting 214 on the
decoder side.

Figure 5 shows the rearranged and decorrelated images of
the Akademie. It is clear that the color components were highly
decorrelated by the KLT and the VMSSTs. Table I shows the
lossless bitrates and the BD-rates with JPEG 2000 for three
types of non-Bayer RGB raw images. In lossless compression,
the VMSSTs reduced the average bitrates by around 0.09–
0.12 bpp, 0.25–0.65 bpp, and 0.33–0.70 bpp for each CFA
type, respectively, compared with the case of “Direct” and
“ReRGB” (no color decorrelation). Also, the VMSSTs showed
comparable performance with the KLT despite their simple
structures composed of Haar transforms. Moreover, in lossy
compression, the VMSSTs improved the average BD-rates
by around 3.97 %, 14.95 %, and 18.65 % for each CFA
type, respectively, compared with the case of “ReRGB.” In
particular, larger improvements were seen in the case of the
3 × 3 macropixel/submacropixel, such as in diagonal stripe
CFA and X-Trans CFA, than in the 2× 2 submacropixel case,
such as in modified Bayer CFA. We consider that there is
a trade-off between the effectiveness of color decorrelation
using nearby components and the complexity depending on
the size of the macropixel. Although the proposed VMSSTs
could not achieve comparable performance with the KLT in
lossy compression, it can provide both lossless and lossy
compression with fewer computational operations.3

V. CONCLUSION

We presented VMSSTs for arbitrary RGB raw images, not
constrained by a Bayer CFA. The transforms were derived by
reformulating the conventional MSST for the most popular
Bayer raw images as the following two steps: 1) intra-color
decorrelation and 2) inter-color decorrelation. The experiments
at compression with the VMSSTs and JPEG 2000 showed
good compression performance because of the high effective-
ness of color decorrelation.

3The KLT matrix should be calculated and transmitted to the decoder.
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